I find myself caught
be publically viewed in three dimensional
charging themselves
smiling teeth distorted through
to be graphically imposed as
smiles of the steel polished autocar
a better idea can never be,

I love you, I love you, always.

And suddenly the elevator pauses
And down you fly through

her hand in my pant and over my eyes.

I love you, I love you, always.

Yet she smiles,

and she comes through the escape hatch

and she laughs when I told her,

and I mid sure, without thinking,

for I secretly wanted her pussy

Then the lady entered

and clubbed me to death with her

shamelessly hiding the mum quuts key in my

wooden arm for calling her a plastic soiudulnlch.

Then she laughed through her beads and threw out her arms in a new rebirth

with no fine prim underneath the tampax

and she laughed when I told her,

and I mid sure, without thinking,

for I secretly wanted her pussy

Then the lady entered

and clubbed me to death with her

shamelessly hiding the mum quuts key in my

wooden arm for calling her a plastic soiudulnlch.

Amidst the honorarium of bodies and the lemon wax will wear off them in the Salvation Army sale secion.

who winks at the grapes

of the plastic-wax grapefruit

eyes

on the thousandth floor

and she comes through the escape hatch

And suddenly the elevator pauses

guaranteed not lo tickle,

selling angel wings for six thousand bucks a feather,

And down you fly through

while Ozzie and Harriet

to be his unquestionable amigo

to support his Reynolds Wrap ego,

in six Dale Carnegie lessons

and site laughed through her beads and threw out her arms in a new rebirth

with no fine prim underneath the tampax

and she laughed when I told her,

and I mid sure, without thinking,

for I secretly wanted her pussy

Then the lady entered

and clubbed me to death with her

shamelessly hiding the mum quuts key in my

wooden arm for calling her a plastic soiudulnlch.

Amidst the honorarium of bodies and the lemon wax will wear off them in the Salvation Army sale secion.

who winks at the grapes

of the plastic-wax grapefruit

eyes

on the thousandth floor

and she comes through the escape hatch

And suddenly the elevator pauses

guaranteed not lo tickle,

selling angel wings for six thousand bucks a feather,
Peace Corps, Vista Unite at SUNYA

For the first time, representatives of Peace Corps and VISTA will come to SUNYA Alumni reunion to discuss their programs with potential applicants on November 16. Both Peace Corps and VISTA are now part of a new agency called ACTION and just starting is one of the most visible elements of the new agency.

"Peace corps and Vista are still the same," observed Allen Bone, executive officer, VISTA. "Almost everyone is interested in doing something to help other people, and both corps are involved. The main difference is that the Peace Corps is more of an educational program and the Vista Corps is more of a practical program. The programs are quite similar in that they both involve working with people and helping them improve their lives."

In the SUNYA alumni seminar, Donnie Perdue and Peace Corps eager to cooperate with the new corps. "We have had only one or two members of the Peace Corps who have visited SUNYA, but we would like to see more," said Perdue. "We believe that SUNYA alumni can be very interested in working for the Peace Corps."

The seminar will be held on November 16 at SUNYA Alumni Reunion and will include representatives from both programs. The seminar is open to all SUNYA alumni and will provide an opportunity to learn more about the Peace Corps and Vista Corps and how they can benefit from the programs. The seminar will be held in the SUNYA Alumni Reunion Hall, located on the SUNYA campus. For more information, please contact the SUNYA Alumni Office at 518-437-4374.
If you've read the statistics in the past few hours of the JFK, you know that crime on campus is in the rise. Wit.

Crime and the Courts

To the University Community:

This past Thursday, we read with concern the latest crime wave sweeping the SUNY campus. What should we do to control this trend? We believe that the University should be proactive in addressing this issue.

The University should form a task force to investigate security measures and recommend changes. This task force should include representatives from the police department, student government, and faculty. The task force should meet regularly to discuss crime prevention strategies.

The University should also increase the number of security personnel on campus. This will help to deter potential criminals and provide a sense of security for students.

The University should also consider implementing a campus-wide alert system. This system would allow the University to rapidly communicate with students in the event of a serious crime.

Together, we can work towards a safer campus environment. Let's take action to control the recent crime wave sweeping the SUNY campus.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]

[Title]
Let Them Eat Short Films!

GENESIS II

CINEMATIC EXPLORATIONS
NOT SUGGESTED FOR INFANTILE AUDIENCES

2 hours of short films by independent and student filmmakers

Titles include: Unicycle Race, Eating Cake, Herman, Bambi Meets Godzilla, Vicious Cycles, Campus Christi and more.

Friday, Oct. 29 at 7:30 & 10 in LC 25
$75 & $1.25

The Beatles: Yellow Submarine

Saturday, Oct. 30 at 7, 9, & 11 in LC 18
9:50 & $1

Tax card 10 required for each ticket bought at the door at the lower price.

Arlo Guthrie CONCERT at Proctors Theatre in Troy, Nov. 5th at 8 pm
$5.00
sold at the copper Eagle Book Shop, Albany Van Covering Records, Schenectady

100% malt liquor...good enough to be called Budweiser

A Harvest Happening is to SUNYA students, as the arrival of the Great Pumpkin is to Linus.

"STOP 81"

Syracuse, N.Y. AP- The Onondagas have been denied a year-long struggle to win the right to build a third lane on Interstate 81, partially on Indian reservation land.

"The Dead and the Busted"

SYRACUSE, N.Y. AP - Police arrested 15 young persons, several on drug-related charges, Wednesday in the Onondaga-War Memorial, a rock music gathering at the Onondaga-War Memorial.

"Selective Service Raided"

Return, N.Y. AP - The Selective Service office in Return was searched Wednesday night and draft records and papers were seized.

McGovern & Youth

ДЕРКИ N.Y. AP - Sen. George McGovern, D-SD., asked the Nixon administration today of short-changing the nation's youth, and pledged that if he is selected president "a substantial percentage of presidential appointments will go to persons under 30.

"Another First - UH"

October 29, 1971

100% malt liquor...good enough to be called Budweiser

A Harvest Happening is to SUNYA students, as the arrival of the Great Pumpkin is to Linus.
THIS CAMPUS DOES NOT HAVE A HEROIN PROBLEM.

OR DOES IT?
Call: Mrs. Mau 355-6739.

WANTED


WANTED

Lost and found

Lost: One Pink Eye Glasses by the clock on September 20th.

Lost: Black side rug with black leather cover. I sell it in the personality. I need it badly. Stratford 427-9129.

Lost: Nintendo Camera Case - black, grey, white, and red. I call it, otherwise it is unknown. 2 Reasons: to phone and phone. Case is identification. Call Jerry 438-1553.

FREE FIREWOOD gives sale season Call 463-9171.

WANT M AND WEI IN PAIRING.

"WtuMi. Mt.iv Prijplv Sltup

Ride needed Man, Wed., and Fri.

Mandatory Meeting Nov. 2 LC-14

Only 13 days until a

Social Sciences, Business, Sciences, construction and pipeline work.

guarantee. Apply aarly for best

opportunities - write now!!! Inter­

ested in sociology needed for sociological research.

morning and afternoon hours avail­

able. Call 457-4713.

People from all disciplines are!

needed, management, business,

physics, economics, public rela­

tions, government and so on. 721-N361, Peabody, Massachusetts

Part-time parking attendants

needed for Sociological Research.

Join PYE's intercollegiate pro-

HELP FIGHT POLLUTION!

Final Deadline!

Roommate wanted to share large

apartment with 2 gals. On Han­

over, 5th floor, 2 bed, 2 bath, mod­

ern kitchen, 463-4040.

200 S.A.L. O. members required. Call 463-9171.

Students interested in session will
call 463-9171.

200 S.A.L. O. members required. Call 463-9171.
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The Black Ensemble Presents:

by Michele Ann Kantor

I just got back from seeing the Black Ensemble Performing Arts Company of SUNY at PAC's Arena Theater. Their play, "One Last Look," by Steven Carter, takes place in a funeral parlor at services for Eustace Baylor. The very effectively used theatrical technique of having the dead man present in his own funeral, creates deeply moving and interpersonal relationships he had with six people whose lives he touched and greatly affected.

The play is a fine piece of theater. It is reminiscent of the Circle in the Square in Greenwich Village, with the audience turning the performing area to get to the stage. The theme is small, intense, the atmosphere is familiar and intimate. With a small audience about thirty or forty people in all, it was possible to talk to friends on the other side of the stage area without embarrassment. The audience consisted of a fine professor-type (the general public mostly black audience, many of them unknown to each other, but this does not distract from the production. Also, some white students admitted it was moving).

The play begins with Eustace's funeral. The dead man is present having himself in a casket on stage in a stage area where the audience can see him. He is dressed in a suit and tie and is several feet away from the audience. He is talking to the audience about his life and his relationships with six people whose lives he touched and greatly affected.

The ever-present emotional impact which Eustace Baylor, the dead man, has on the widows, Annette and Revia, and their two children, Niki and their two children. Each of these characters has an opportunity during the sensors to comment with feelings about his loss and how they individually reacted to it.

Director Daniel Cecil Adrian Barton (I like that name, probably helped the actors by employing both language to accentuate the fact that the dead man was not physically present. Bill Hill, in Eustace, a dapper ladies' man, is killed around the stage, unable to touch or be touched by anyone. I noticed this most in the last scene with his daughter, Donna, who loved him. On the other hand, Charlie, his son by Reva, turned into a tine intensity of feeling. Probably, as they perform the play, they will get deeper into their roles again, they will both get deeper into their characters.

A tine intensity of feeling. Probably, as they perform the play, they will get deeper into their roles again, they will both get deeper into their characters.

The story concerns the emotional impact which Eustace Baylor, the dead man, has on the widows, Annette and Revia, and their two children, Niki and their two children. Each of these characters has an opportunity during the sensors to comment with feelings about his loss and how they individually reacted to it.

Director Daniel Cecil Adrian Barton (I like that name, probably helped the actors by employing both language to accentuate the fact that the dead man was not physically present. Bill Hill, in Eustace, a dapper ladies' man, is killed around the stage, unable to touch or be touched by anyone. I noticed this most in the last scene with his daughter, Donna, who loved him. On the other hand, Charlie, his son by Reva, turned into a tine intensity of feeling. Probably, as they perform the play, they will get deeper into their roles again, they will both get deeper into their characters.

The story concerns the emotional impact which Eustace Baylor, the dead man, has on the widows, Annette and Revia, and their two children, Niki and their two children. Each of these characters has an opportunity during the sensors to comment with feelings about his loss and how they individually reacted to it.

Director Daniel Cecil Adrian Barton (I like that name, probably helped the actors by employing both language to accentuate the fact that the dead man was not physically present. Bill Hill, in Eustace, a dapper ladies' man, is killed around the stage, unable to touch or be touched by anyone. I noticed this most in the last scene with his daughter, Donna, who loved him. On the other hand, Charlie, his son by Reva, turned into a tine intensity of feeling. Probably, as they perform the play, they will get deeper into their roles again, they will both get deeper into their characters.

The story concerns the emotional impact which Eustace Baylor, the dead man, has on the widows, Annette and Revia, and their two children, Niki and their two children. Each of these characters has an opportunity during the sensors to comment with feelings about his loss and how they individually reacted to it.
NEED A RIDE?
NEED RIDERS?
The Classified Section of the Albany Student Press offers you the chance to get where you're going!

Watch the Ride Wanted & the Riders Wanted sections of the Albany Student Press.
A Day Away
From E.D. Stone
by Jeffrey P. Benedict
An A & P Co-Op
With the leaves turning all sorts of magnificent colors and a 36
degree Saturday morning, I got an early start to go to the
North Woods. I was planning to get away from the city life and
enjoy the beauty of nature. I decided to take a stroll through the
woods and enjoy the tranquility of the countryside.

The leaves were turning magnificent colors, and the air was crisp
and fresh. The sun was shining, and I could smell the scent of
caraway seeds, which I highly enjoyed.

I made my way up the trail, enjoying the beauty of the nature
surrounding me. I was surrounded by trees of all shapes and
colors, and the sound of birds singing filled the air.

I continued walking, taking in the sights and sounds of the
woods. The sun was setting, and the sky was a beautiful
yellow. I decided to set up camp for the night and enjoy the
beauty of the evening.

After a long day in the woods, I returned home, refreshed and
rejuvenated. I couldn't wait to return to the North Woods and
enjoy the beauty of nature once again.